Doppler US for suspicion of hepatic arterial ischemia in orthotopically transplanted livers: role of central versus intrahepatic waveform analysis.
To compare the diagnostic performance of combinations of parameters derived from main hepatic artery (MHA) and intrahepatic artery (IHA) waveforms at Doppler ultrasonography (US), with the aim of developing a systematic approach to the evaluation of the hepatic arteries in orthotopic liver transplants in patients suspected of having hepatic arterial ischemia. This HIPAA-compliant retrospective study was approved by an institutional review board, with waiver of informed consent. From January 1, 2002, to November 1, 2011, 195 transplanted livers in 189 adults (129 men, 60 women; mean age, 53 years; age range, 18-73 years) who underwent Doppler US and follow-up (computed tomographic, magnetic resonance, or conventional) angiographic study within a 2-week interval were included. Diagnostic performance of the standard IHA and MHA criteria (resistive index [RI] < 0.5 and classic parvus tardus waveforms) with and without peak systolic velocity (PSV) thresholds (determined with receiver operating characteristic curve analysis) was assessed. The results of no-flow analysis and the most optimal MHA and IHA criteria were combined to create an algorithm, which was then applied to all liver transplants. The standard criteria (RI < 0.5 and classic parvus tardus) demonstrated greater sensitivity (80% vs 55%, P = .008) when applied to IHA waveforms compared with MHA waveforms. Optimal PSV cutoff values were less than 67 cm/sec and 39 cm/sec for MHA and IHA, respectively. The addition of a PSV threshold resulted in significant decrease in overall accuracy when applied to IHA (87% vs 73%, P < .001) and MHA (82% vs 66%, P = .002) criteria. Application of an algorithm reflecting a combination of the most optimal MHA and IHA criteria and the results of no-flow analysis resulted in 96% sensitivity and 83% specificity. An algorithmic approach involving a tailored evaluation of the geographic distribution of absent flow and the quantitative parameters and waveform morphology of the MHA and IHAs allows for improved diagnostic performance in the detection of hepatic arterial complications in at-risk patients with orthotopic liver transplants. http://radiology.rsna.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1148/radiol.12120557/-/DC1.